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Microbial Identification in a GXP
Environment—Which System is Best?
Scott Sutton

There are a variety of microbial identification technologies on the marketplace available to the quality control laboratory. The choice of which technology to use
is one that must be approached with a firm grounding
in the requirements of the facility for cost, turnaround
time, capacity,
level of identification, and many other
c
considerations.
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technology
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that it meets
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INTRODUCTION
NTRODUCTION
Microbial identification plays a central role in the
cleanroom control program (1). The method of identification, however, must be wedded to the need.
For example, any organism isolated from the critical
aseptic processing area must be identified to great
detail, while those from class D/ISO 8/100,000 areas
might only be characterized to the genus level. The
key concern is providing sufficient detail to assist in
the tracking of the state of control of the facility.
Most identification schemes still rely on the Gram
stain, a differential staining technique developed in
the late 1800s by Christian Gram (2). This differential counterstaining technique is good at distinguishing a real difference in cellular morphology.
Unfortunately, this method is prone to a significant
level of operator error, which has encouraged the development of alternate methods for showing the difference in cell structure (3, 4). Traditional methods

of identification also consider a variety of phenotypic
characteristics.
PHENOTYPIC METHODS
Phenotypic methods typically incorporate reactions
to different chemicals or different biochemical markers. The API strip is basically a prepackaging of the
standard method that required racks of test tubes
into a conv
convenient
was
ent bubble-wrap.
bu ble-wra This method
hod wa
further
refined in the Vitek automated
her refin
a
ated system,
sy m, which
whic
miniaturized
m
iaturize the
he process
proc (5,
5, 6). The Vitek system
stem has
ha
rrecently
cen y been
been enhanced
enh ce to provide greater resolution
off mic
microorganisms
oo a ism (7, 8).
8.
Biolog,
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t
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system
em iiss a 96
96-we
6 -w
each
platee that
ha h
has different carbohydrate sources in eac
well, with a tetrazolium redox dye. If the microorganism is capable of utilizing the carbohydrate, the
well turns dark indicating reduction of the dye (9,
10). The end-result is a pattern of wells (a “metabolic
fingerprint”) that allows the user to identify the unknown microorganism. This method has recently
been extended to include the identification of molds
and filamentous fungi with a proprietary software
package.
The use of cellular fatty acid (FA) composition to
identify the genus and species has been popular for
several years (11, 12). The fatty acids are extracted
from the cell cultures and then the patterns of fatty
acid esters are determined by gas chromatography
(13). A popular system for this application is the
MIDI Sherlock Microbial Identification System.
There are some new methods under development
for the pharmaceutical quality control (QC) lab.
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These include Fourier-Transform Infrared (FTIR)
microscopy (14) and Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization–Time of Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass
spectroscopy (15, 16). The MALDI-TOF system especially is making some headway, with two vendors
marketing the technology into the pharmaceutical
market. However, as of this writing, these technologies have not seen widespread use in the QC lab.
GENOTYPIC METHODS
The US Food and Drug Administration elevated
the use of genotypic identification methods with
the release of the revised aseptic processing guidance document late in 2004 (17). Section X.B. of the
guidance document reads, “Genotypic methods have
been shown to be more accurate and precise than
traditional biochemical and phenotypic techniques.
These methods
are especially valuable for investh
tigations into
in failures (e.g., sterility test; media fill
contamination).
However, approp
appropriatee bioch
biochemical
nat
How
al
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nd phe
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Riboprinter
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he Qualicon
n R
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Southern
to
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appa atus using labeled
labeled ssss
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from the 16sRNA codon. The resultingg
p
pattern
attern
att
tteern is then
n used
used
d to iden
identify
d nti y the
the unknown
unknown micromicro
miccro-organism
rganism (18,19). If the initial
ia banding
n pattern is inconclusive, then the restriction endonuclease can be
changed to provide an extraordinary level of strain
discrimination (20).
Another genotypic identification system on the
market is the MicroSeq 500 16S rDNA Bacterial Sequencing Kit offered by Applied Biosystems. As the
name implies, it provides the materials needed to
sequence the first 500 base pairs of the unknown
microorganism’s 16s ribosomal RNA codon (21). The
technology involves amplification of the 16S codon
by PCR, followed by automated sequencing.
A final genotypic method that is being marketed
into the QC pharmaceutical laboratory is the Bacterial Barcodes system (22) marketed by bioMerieux.
This system is also based on PCR technology, using
as a primer a sequence homologous to a repetitive
sequence in the bacterial genome. The amplified
sequence is then separated by gel electrophoresis
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and visualized to give the “barcode” specific to that
strain.
Qualicon markets the BAX system to the food industry that contains primers for Salmonella, Listeria,
or E. coli O157:H7 (23). This system has promise for
determination of the absence of specified organisms
in the product.
Other genetic methods have been published in the
literature, although few are available to the pharmaceutical market (24).
CHOOSING A METHOD
There are a variety of identification technologies
available. When choosing one for the lab, bear in
mind the strengths, and weaknesses, of the various
methodologies. For example, the aseptic processing
guidance document strongly recommends the use of
genotypically-based methods (17). However, if you
choose technologically demanding methods, there
is potentially
associated
labor
otential an
n ass
ated cost
co in
n facilities,
f
es, labo
(highly
skilled techni
technicians),
hly skil
), and maintenance
mainte
ce that is
not present with
n
th the more bench-level
b h-level methods.
m hods. In
I
other words,
words, consider
ons er thee difference in cost between
the
he different
d e nt methods—not
methods—
—no only the difference in
purchase price,
p
p , but differences in validation costs,
maintenance
m
main
ai teenan
n e costs,
costss, certification
co
certificccaatioon and
d requalification
re
requalificatio
equ
ualli icaati
Generally
costs,
ts as well as consumables and labor. Generall
speaking, the more elaborate the technology, the
more expensive it will be to qualify and maintain it
in a good manufacturing practice (GMP)-compliant
state (totally aside from consumable costs).
Another consideration is if you will be able to use
physiological information from the organism to your
advantage. It is helpful in some situations to know
the ability of the microorganism in terms of growth
conditions and ability to use different nutrient
sources (e.g., can it eat your product?). While many
phenotypic methods provide such information, few
others do and none of the genotypic methods will
provide this. Literature research must be relied on
for this information if it is not provided by the technology.
This does leave the question of using the appropriate method for your situation. Many situations
benefit from having a relatively inexpensive test that
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gives good quality identifications to the species level.
Perhaps further precision for many applications is
not warranted. In these situations, cost of consumables, throughput, and turn-around-time for reports
are the primary considerations.
Useful information on considerations in the selection of technologies is presented in the new United
States Pharmacopeia (USP) chapter <1113> “Microbial
Characterization, Identification and Strain Typing”
(25). In addition to providing some information on
determining the needs of the organization for microbial identification technology, this chapter also provides some basic guidance on lab operational considerations to assist in reducing errors in the process.
One final aspect must be considered as part of the
determination of the microbial identification needs.
All techniques work by indirect means. That is to
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How is the best identification
ca
method
th to use determined? The most direct approach to deciding the
appropriate technology is to research the choices
from the perspective of needs and expectations.
This is not as easy as it may sound. The accurate
determination of a company’s needs may extend well
outside the microbiology lab, including regulatory
affairs, quality assurance, and perhaps manufacturing departments as well. The development of a user
requirements specification (URS) document to drive
this process is highly recommended (see Sidebar).
This is a formal quality document, similar in concept
to a design qualification document. Different companies will have different formats for these documents,
but the essential features of the document will be
that it has the essential requirements and that it has
upper management sign-off (for a variety of reasons
it is a good idea to document upper-management
commitment).

Partial list of topics covered in any URS designed for an
identification system
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In short, there are a wide variety of choices available to help with the identification of unknown organisms. It is important to define specific requirements and to purchase the appropriate system to
meet those needs.
QUALIFICATION OF THE TECHNOLOGY
Once brought in-house, microbial identification
equipment should be evaluated by the same type
of process used for other analytical equipment. It
is common for the vendor to supply the installation
and operational qualification. This is an acceptable approach provided that the plans are approved
through the company’s quality assurance group and
that all raw data are reviewed by responsible and
knowledgeable individuals. The vendor is in the best
position to confirm that the equipment is correctly
installed and
n operating correctly. However, the vendor should
ld not conduct the performance qualification ((PQ)
portion of tthe new
technology
Q)
Q p
w techn
ogy for several
s ral
reasons.
asonss.
First
Firs
st of all,
a thee main purpose
p ose of the
t PQ
Q is to detereter
mine
equipment
meets
nee iif the analytical
ytic l eq
pm nt m
eets tthe rrequireuire
ments
en spelled out
ut in the user
ser rrequirements,
quir men s, which
which is
i
normallyy documented as a controlled document ((see
USP
SP
P <10
<1058>
05
58>
8> “Analytical
“A
A nalytical
al In
Instrument
ns ru
umen
nt Qualification
Qualification”
Qualificattion
for
or a more comprehensive treatment
t
nt of this topic).
Secondly, the user is missing a useful opportunity
to train lab personnel without affecting product release or investigations if it is done in cooperation
with the vendor’s installation technicians as part of
the instrument qualification. Finally, this is a clear
opportunity to confirm that the technology brought
in-house meets the expectations of the company as
determined when the purchase was approved.
Some informational guidance is available in USP
chapter <1113> to assist in designing the qualification protocol (described as the “Verification” in the
chapter’s text) (25). The interested reader is directed
to USP for more information on this topic.
CONCLUSIONS
There is no single technology that is the “best” for
all labs in all situations. It is important to research
the available identification options with a clear idea
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of the company’s needs in mind. Once a technology
has been identified as a potential candidate, evaluation of the technology against the prepared user
requirements document should culminate in a fully
qualified analytical instrument for microbial identification.
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ARTICLE ACRONYM LISTING
FA
FTIR
GMP
MALDI-TOF
PQ
QC
URS

Fatty Acid
Fourier-Transform Infrared
Good Manufacturing Practice
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption
Ionization-Time of Flight
Performance Qualification
Quality Control
User Requirements Specification
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